
 

 

 

Welcome to Term 6 
 
Welcome back for the final term of year 2!  

We have a final term packed full of exciting experiences which 
we hope will create some memorable learning opportunities to 
finish off a superb academic year.  

In term 6, we will be focusing our learning around another two 
key texts: ‘The Adventures of Egg Box Dragon’ and Professor 
Puffendorf’s Secret Potions’.  

  

Within our writing this term, we shall be producing a range of 

different outcomes to enable us to practice and consolidate 

how we embed various taught grammar features that have 

been previously taught. We will be writing an innovation of a 

story and we will also have opportunities to develop 

characterisation which learning within our reading lessons will 

support.  

 

In Maths, we will be utilising the term to recap, revisit and 

consolidate previously taught learning from throughout the 

year. Within the lessons, we will be exploring objectives and 

areas that the children would benefit more exposure and 

practice within to help with their transition to the year 3 maths 

curriculum.  

 

We will continue to link our learning to our texts where it is 

appropriate within the broader curriculum.  

In Science, we will be taking the opportunity to recap any 

learning we will feel the children will benefit from as well as 

exploring our working scientifically statements through 

some practical investigations. Within our history learning, 

we will be learning all about Kings and Queens which we 

will link to our computing unit of the term that has a digital 

literacy focus. In computing, we will be learning to to use 

search engines effectively to gather research to produce a 

final outcome. In DT, we will be designing and making our 

own wands using materials that we can find in our local 

environment. Our PSHE learning this term will be focussed 

around a ‘Changing Me’ unit. 

 

Swimming  

We do have one swimming lesson left which will take place 

during the first week back after half term.  

 

SATs  

We would like to say a huge well done to all of the children 

for their amazing effort and resilience throughout the SATs 

period. We are extremely proud of them and look forward 

to celebrating their successes this term.  

 

Thank you for your continued support.  

The Year 2 Team 

Meet the team 

Please email the class teacher if there is anything you wish to 

discuss 

Class 2W 

Miss Webb (Class Teacher) & Miss Williams (Class TA) 

bwebb@thecroft.swindon.sch.uk 

Class 2BY 

Mrs Bowers & Miss Yakub (Class Teachers)  

& Mrs Owen (Class TA) 

sbowers@thecroft.swindon.sch.uk 

nrahman@thecroft.swindon.sch.uk 
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